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In the present paper we generalize the well-known Parallelism Theorem for graph 
derivations to the Amalgamation Theorem. In this theorem the assumption of “parallel 
independence” is dropped. For each pair of productions together with a relational production 
(allowing productions to be associated with each other) we construct a single “amalgamated” 
production. The Amalgamation Theorem states that graph derivations which respect the given 
associations can be amalgamated to a single derivation via the “amalgamated” production. 
The amalgamation of graph transformations can be considered as a synchronization 
mechanism. The amalgamation concept is applied to synchronization of graph manipulations 
in a simplified railway control system as well as to a graph grammar formalism for distributed 
systems (GDS). 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
Graphs and transformations of graphs are important in many areas of computer 
science (see [CER79, ENR83]). There are many different ways of generalizing 
string productions and derivations to graphs. A survey of several approaches, 
including an extensive bibliography, is given in [Na79]. This paper is based on the 
gluing approach defined in [EPS73] and extensively described in [Eh79]. 
Some of the most fundamental concepts of graph transformation theory are 
graph productions and graph derivations. An important class of problems and 
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phenomena can be characterized by the following situation: Given an initial graph, 
there can be several applicable productions. What to do now? There are several 
interesting possibilities, e.g., use some productions in parallel, or use a well-defined 
sequence of productions, or use some specific “composed” productions, or . . . . These 
and similar phenomena are investigated under the headings parallelism, sequen- 
tialization, concurrency (see, e.g., [ER79a, EK80, JKRE82, Eh83, Pe80]), etc. One 
further concept belonging to this class is amalgamation, which is the topic of this 
paper. 
In the present paper we generalize the well-known Parallelism Theorem for graph 
derivations to the Amalgamation Theorem. In both theorems we consider a graph 
G and productions pl and p2 which are applicable to G. If the corresponding graph 
derivations G * Hl via pl and G * H2 via p2 are “parallel independent,” i.e., the 
occurrences of pl and p2 in G are allowed to overlap in items which are preserved 
in each derivation, the Parallelism Theorem states that the productions can be 
applied one after the other or “in parallel.” In general pl and p2 may have common 
items which are not preserved. Then the productions pl and p2 can be applied only 
“synchronously,” provided that the derivations via pl and p2 are “amalgamable,” 
i.e., that the occurrences of pl and p2 in G are allowed to overlap in items which 
shall be preserved-or deleted-by both productions. For each pair of productions 
(which are allowed to possess a common part) we construct a single 
“amalgamated” production. The Amalgamation Theorem states that 
“amalgamable” graph derivations can be amalgamated to a single derivation. 
Applying the amalgamated production of pl and p2 has essentially the same effect 
as first applying the common part of pl and p2 and then applying the remainders 
of pl and p2. 
EXAMPLE. Let us illustrate our Amalgamation Concept by a simplified example 
of a railway control system: States in the railway system are represented by graphs, 
and tracks and trains are some types of nodes. “Blueprints” for changes of states are 
described by graph productions and the actual changes of states by graph 
derivations. Here the main problem is whether planned changes for a subnet are 
consistent with those of other subnets, i.e., with respect to the topic of this paper, 
whether plans for subnets can be amalgamated to a single plan for the whole 
railway net. 
FIG. 1.1. Productions for moving and halting of trains. 
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FIG. 1.2. Graph representing the current state of the railway system. 
Consider the elementary productions MOVE and HALT given in Fig. 1.1 which 
are a part of the small railway system studied in [MW82]. More precisely, MOVE 
and HALT are production rules where the node labels have to be recolored by 
actual parameters. 
Moving a train means to apply the production rule MOVE with suitable actual 
parameters to the current state of the railway system which is represented as a 
graph (Fig. 1.2). 
The railway net is covered by regions which are controlled by controllers. Each 
controller designs a plan for his region (the controller is meant to be a person, not 
a system). A plan is represented as a complex production p consisting of an elemen- 
tary production for each train in the region. A plan may be executed if it har- 
monizes with the plans for the adjacent regions. Now there may be one of the 
following situations: 
Situation 1. The controller of region 1 has the plan that the train IC 101 moves 
from the track tl to the turnout t2 (we assume that the turnout t2 is directed to t3) 
and IC 202 halts on t8. The controller of region 2 wants IC 202 to halt on t8 and 
IC 303 to move from tll to t12. In this case the plans for regions 1 and 2 har- 
monize and can be executed one after the other or “in parallel.” 
Situation 2. The controller of region 1 has the plan that IC 101 moves from tl 
to t2 and IC 202 moves from t8 to t9. The controller of region 2 has a plan which 
harmonizes with the first plan: He wants IC 202 to move from t8 to t9 and IC 303 
to move from tll to t12. These plans cannot be executed one after the other, but 
only “synchronously.” The plans for the single regions are represented by 
pl = MOVE(IC 101, tl, t2) + MOVE (IC 202, t8, t9), 
p2 = MOVE(IC 303, tll, t12) + MOVE (IC 202, t8, t9). 
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The plan for the region of common control is represented by 
Y = MOVE(IC 202, t8, t9). 
The plan for the whole region is an amalgamation of the single plans with respect 
to r. It is represented by the r-amalgamated production 
~10, p2 = MOVE(IC 101, tl, 22) + MOVE(IC 202, t8, t9) 
+ MOVE(IC 303, cl 1, t12). 
Applying this production to the railway graph G we obtain a derivation G * X via 
~10,. p2 which can be seen as an amalgamation of the derivation G =. Hl via pl 
and G + H2 via p2. The Amalgamation Theorem applied to this example states 
that executing the plan pl 0, p2 has essentially the same effect as first executing the 
plan pl and than executing the remainder of plan p2. 
Situation 3. The controller of region 1 has the following plan: He wants IC 101 
to move from tl and t2 and IC 202 to halt on t8. The controller of region 2 has a 
conflicting plan: He wants the train IC 202 to leave the turnout t8 and move to t7 
(such that the turnout becomes free and may be switched) and train IC 303 to 
move from tll to t12. These plans are represented by the complex productions 
pl = MOVE(IC 101, tl, t2) + HALT(IC 202, t8) 
p2 = MOVE(IC 303, tll, t12) + MOVE(IC 202, t8, t7). 
In this case the uniquely determined occurrences of pl and p2 in the railway graph 
G given in Fig. 1.2 overlap in a forbidden way: The edges determining the location 
of the train IC 202 at turnout t8 shall be preserved by production pl and deleted by 
production p2; i.e., the occurrences of pl and p2 in G are in “conflict.” Such conflict 
cases will not be treated in the present paper. 
The Amalgamation Theorem, the main result of this paper, is formulated and 
proved in the framework of the algebraic theory of graph grammars using pushout 
and pullback constructions in the category of labeled graphs. 
PARALLELISM 
/\ 
AMALGAMATION CONCURRENCY 
The Amalgamation Theorem generalizes the Parallelism Theorem considerably. 
The Concurrency Theorem, presented, e.g., in [ER79a, EHR83], can be seen as 
another type of generalization of the Parallelism Theorem. Although the 
Amalgamation and the Concurrency Concepts are different, we have shown how 
one can profit from the Concurrency Theorem in the proof of the Amalgamation 
Theorem. 
This paper is organized as follows: Some basic notions from the theory of graph 
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grammars together with the Parallelism Theorem are reviewed in Section 1. The 
Amalgamation Concept and the Amalgamation Theorem are presented in Section 2. 
An application of the Amalgamation Concept to special synchronization problems 
in distributed systems is discussed in Section 3. 
In Section 4 decompositions of productions and amalgamated productions are 
investigated, with the aim of simulating derivations and amalgamated derivations 
by suitable derivation sequences. These investigations are useful for a precise 
understanding of the Amalgamation Theorem as well as for the proof of the 
Amalgamation Theorem which is given in Section 5. Finally, some fundamental 
properties of pushouts and pullbacks used in most of the proofs are discussed in the 
Appendix. 
This paper is an expanded version of a paper presented at the TAPSOFT con- 
ference, Berlin, 1985 (compare [BFH85]). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
This section provides some basic notions concerning graphs, graph productions, 
and graph derivations. For more details we refer the reader to the tutorial survey 
[Eh79]. 
The objects of our consideration are directed, labeled graphs over a fixed pair of 
labeling alphabets C= (C,, C,). A graph G= (G,, GA, s, t, mN, m,) over 
(C,, C,) consists of a set of nodes G,..,, a set of arcs G,, maps s, t: G, -+ GN 
assigning a source and target to each arc of G, and labeling maps mN: G, -+ C,,,, 
mA. . GA + CA assigning a node labeling to each node and an arc labeling to each 
arc of G. 
Given two graphs G and G’, a graph morphism f : G + G’ is a pair of maps 
( fN: G, -+ Gh, fA : GA + CL) satisfying fNs = ifA, fN t = t’fA, rnb fN = mN, and 
ma fA = mA (composition of maps). f is called injective if the maps fN and fA both 
are injective. The composition of graph morphisms f: G -+ G’ and f ‘: G’ + G” is 
defined by the composition of their components. 
Following [Eh79], a graph production p = (B, tb’ K -+ b2 B,) consists of a pair of 
graphs (B , , B2) and an auxiliary graph K called a gluing graph, which is related to 
B, and B, by injective graph morphisms b, : K--f B,, 6,: K + B,. 
Given a graph G, a graph production p = (B, +- bl K -+b2 B2), and a graph 
morphism g: B, -+ G, p is applicable to G with respect to g: B, + G if the gluing con- 
dition given in 3.5 of [Eh79] is satisfied. 
The gluing condition requires that 
BOUND(B, -+g G) c 6, K, 
where BOUND(B,+gG)=DANG(B, + gG)~IDENT(Bl-+gG), DANG(B, hgG)= 
{n E B,,( 3a E (G - gB,),: gn = sa or gn = to}, and IDENT(B, -+g G) = 
{x~B~/3y~B,:x#y and gx=gy}. 
This enables us to construct a graph D such that G becomes the gluing of D and 
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B, along the gluing graph K. By constructing H as the gluing of D and B, along the 
gluing graph K we get the result of the application of’ p to G with respect to 
g: B, -+ G. 
B1 
bl b2 
1 
K 
*B2 
g 
4 
(1) d 
4 
(2) 
i 
h 
G-D-H 
c1 c2 
We write G 3 H and say that g: B, --f G is the occurrence of p in G. G * H is also 
called a direct derivation via p based on g. (Note that G and H are pushout objects 
in the diagrams ( 1) and (2) constructed in the category of labeled graphs. We will 
often use the short notations PO and PB for pushouts and pullbacks [AM75]. 
Moreover, we will use a linear notation for squares if the notion of morphisms is 
not essential; e.g., PO (1) above will be written as KB, DG or KDB, G.) 
Two direct derivations G - H via p based on g and G - H’ via p’ based on g’ 
are parallel independent if the intersection of B, and B’, in G (which are the 
occurrences of p and p’ in G) consists of common gluing items, which means 
gB, n g’B; z gh, K n g’h; K’. 
On the other hand we can construct the parallel production of p and p’ 
p+p’=(B,+B;+K+K’+B2+B;) 
built up by componentwise disjoint union from the single productions p = 
(B, +- K + B2) and p’ = (B’, c K’ + B’,). Derivations via parallel productions are 
called parallel derivations. 
The connection between parallel independent derivations and parallel derivations 
is established in the Parallelism Theorem (see [ER79a]): 
PARALLELISM THEOREM. Let p and p’ be productions and p+ p’ be the 
corresponding parallel production. Then we have 
1. Synthesis. Given parallel independent derivations G S- H via p and G + H’ 
via p’ then there are a graph X, direct derivations H =+ X viu p’ and H’ 3 X via p, 
and a parallel derivation G * X via p + p’. 
2. Analysis. Given a parallel derivation G * X via p + p’ then there are 
derivation sequences G = H =z- X via ( p, p’) and G * H’ + X via ( p’, p) such that the 
direct derivations G => H via p and G * H’ via p’ are parallel independent. 
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3. Bijective correspondence. The operations Synthesis and Analysis are inverse 
to each other in the following sense: there is a bijective correspondence between 
parallel independent derivations and parallel derivations. 
2. AMALGAMATION OF PRODUCTIONS AND DERIVATIONS 
In this section we will study the problem of “amalgamating” direct transfor- 
mations to a single transformation using only one “amalgamated” production. 
Applying the amalgamated production, we shall execute the original productions at 
the same time, hence synchronously. 
We introduce the notion of a relational production r for productions, r- 
amalgamable derivations, and the construction of r-amalgamated productions and 
derivations. The connection between r-amalgamable derivations and r-amalgamated 
derivations is established in the Amalgamation Theorem which will be stated 
together with a corollary. 
An essential notion w.r.t. the amalgamation of productions is the notion of a sub- 
production. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Given a production p = (B, t.hl K +b2 B2), a production 
r=(R,+-‘* R _tr2 R2) together with graph morphisms R, dfi B,, R -P/K, R, 4 B, 
is called a subproduction of p if the diagrams RR, KB, , RR, KB, commute and the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) ,f;‘b,KGr,R and fT’b,KGr,R, 
(2) BOUND(f,) E r1 R and IDENT E r,R. 
Interpretation. Condition (1) for subproductions can be interpreted as follows: 
On one side each item of R, whose image remains preserved by the production p 
shall also be preserved by the production r. On the other side each item of R, which 
is mapped to a preserved item of p shall be a preserved item of r. Condition (2) 
requires that all nodes of R, whose images in B, are in contact with parts of 
B, -f, R, shall be preserved by the production r. Moreover, items of R, (resp. R2) 
which are identified by the graph morphism f, (resp. fi) shall be preserved by r. 
Remarks. Let us mention some properties of subproductions used in the 
following: 
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FIG. 2.1. Productions p, p’ and a relational production r for p and p’. 
1. Let r be a subproduction of p and p be applicable to the graph G w.r.t. g. 
Then also r is applicable to G, that is w.r.t. gf, (see 4.5). 
2. Let r be a subproduction of p. Then there is a production q, called a 
remainder of p with respect to r, such that each derivation G C- H via p can be 
simulated by a derivation sequence G * Y S. H via (r, q) (see 4.4 and 4.5). 
Now we are able to define the amalgamation of productions with respect to a 
common subproduction. 
2.2. DEFINITION. 1. Given two productions p = (B, t K -+ I&), p’ = 
(B; t K’ -+ B;), a production r = (R, + R --) R2) is called a relational production for 
p and p’ if r is a subproduction of p and p’ (see Fig. 2.1). 
2. Let p and p’ be productions and r be a relational production for p, p’. 
Then the r-amalgamated production p = (B, +- K-+ B,) is defined by the following 
construction: 
(i) Let B, be the gluing of B, and B’, along R,, 
(ii) let R be the gluing of K and K’ along R, and 
(iii) let B, be the gluing of B, and B; along R,. 
Moreover, let R+ B, and K-t i?, be the uniquely existing morphisms (see Fig. 2.2). 
3. Let p be an r-amalgamated production. A direct derivation G 3 X via jj is 
called r-amalgamated derivation. 
FIG. 2.2. Construction of an r-amalgamated production 
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Remarks. 1. The r-amalgamated production of p and p’ is denoted by p@, p’. 
In the case r = (0 c /zI -+ a), which denotes the empty relational production, the 
r-amalgamated production p 0, p’ is equal to the parallel production p + p’ men- 
tioned in Section 1. 
2. p and p’ become subproductions of the r-amalgamated production p@, p’ 
(see 4.6). 
3. The r-amalgamated production of p and p’ is a “composite” production 
where the composition is parameterized by the relational production r. Note 
that-opposite to a sequential composition of productions w.r.t. a dependency 
relation-this parallel composition w.r.t. r is commutative, i.e., 
P 0, P’ = P’ 0, P, 
for all productions p,p’ and all relational productions for p, p’. 
4. The construction of r-amalgamated productions and derivations can be 
iterated. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let r be a relational production for p and p’. Two direct 
derivations G = H via p based on g and G => H’ via p’ based on g’ are called r- 
amalgamable if 
(1) the diagram R, B, B; G commutes and 
(2) gB, n g’B; c gf, R, v (gb, Kn g’b;K’). 
bi 
K’ 
Interpretation. In r-amalgamable derivations RI-related items of B, and B; are 
mapped to the same item in G. Moreover, at most RI-related items or common 
gluing items of B, and B; are mapped to the same item of G. 
Remarks. 1. Let p and p’ be productions which both are applicable to a graph 
G. Moreover, let the corresponding derivations G = H via p, G * H’ via p’ be r- 
amalgamable. Then p 0, p’ is also applicable to G (see 5.1). 
2. r-amalgamability generalizes parallel independency. 
The connection between r-amalgamable derivations and r-amalgamated derivations 
is established in the Amalgamation Theorem. 
2.4. AMALGAMATION THEOREM. Let r be a relational production for productions 
p, p’ and p 0, p’ the corresponding r-amalgamated production. Moreover, let q, q’ be 
the remainders of p resp. p’ with respect to r. Then we have 
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1. Synthesis. Given r-amalgamable derivations G => H via p and G + H’ via 
p’ then there are a graph X, direct derivations H + X via q’, H’ 3 X via q, and an 
r-amalgamated derivation G * X via p 0, p’. 
2. Analysis. Given an r-amalgamated derivation G j X via p 0, p’ then there 
are derivation sequences G * H * X via ( p, q’) and G * H’ =z- X via ( p’, q) such that 
the direct derivations G j H via p and G => H’ via p’ are r-amalgamable. 
3. Bijective correspondence. The operations Synthesis and Analysis are inverse 
to each other in the following sense: There is a bijective correspondence between 
r-amalgamable and r-amalgamated derivations. 
Remarks. 1. An explicit description of the construction of the remainders of p 
and p’ w.r.t. r is given in Section 4 (see 4.4). 
2. The proof of the Amalgamation Theorem is given in Section 5. 
3. Taking the empty production as the relational production in the 
Amalgamation Theorem we obtain the Parallelism Theorem mentioned in Sec- 
tion 1. 
4. In [EH85] the algebraic approach of graph grammars is extended by a 
notion of application conditions, which can be defined separately for each produc- 
tion. Now an interesting question is how can the Amalgamation Theorem (and the 
other results on amalgamation) be extended to productions with application con- 
ditions. 
We conclude the present section with a corollary of the Amalgamation Theorem 
concerning the complete analysis of r-amalgamated derivations. 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let G = X via p 0, p’ be an r-amalgamated derivation. Then 
there are derivation sequences G * Y * H * X via (r, q, q’) and G * Y * H’ * X via 
(r, q’, q) where q and q’ are the remainders of p resp. p’ w.r.t. r. 
Yq’H’ 
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Proof: Corollary 2.5 follows directly from the Amalgamation Theorem and 
Corollary 4.5 of the Decomposition Theorem given in Section 4. 1 
3. EXAMPLE: SYNCHRONIZATION OF GDS-PRODUCTIONS USING AMALGAMATION 
In this section we exemplify the application of the amalgamation mechanism to 
synchronization problems within Montanari’s graph grammar formalism GDS 
(Grammars for Distributed Systems) [CM83, DM83, CDM84], a formalism for 
modelling the behavior of nondeterministic dynamic process nets with distributed 
synchronization. Following Kung [Ku80], who classified the class of concurrent 
systems with respect to their module granularity, communication geometry, and 
concurrency control (synchronization), GDS supports essential features of syn- 
chronization and distributedness. For details concerning the link to other 
specification techniques, we refer to [DM83], where the relationship of GDS with 
Petri-Nets [Pe80], Mimer’s SCCS [Mi82], and Hoare’s CSP [HBR81] is dis- 
cussed. The graph grammar formalism GDS, introduced in [CM83], is based on 
labeled, partially ordered hypergraphs, called distributed systems. A distributed 
system models both the spatial and temporal aspects of a real system through the 
relations of adjacency and causality. The productions of a grammar represent the 
possible stand-alone evaluations of system components. For modelling the syn- 
chronized evaluation of adjacent system components the productions have to be 
synchronized. The synchronization of productions leading to GDS-rewriting rules 
and the application of synchronized productions is defined by two procedures A 
and B. The (terminal) distributed systems derived within a given grammar represent 
the alternative deterministic, concurrent computations of a single nondeterministic 
system which is completely modeled by the grammar. 
In the following we will show that the algorithmic procedures A and B, given in 
[CM83], easily can be expressed in terms of amalgamation and application of 
FIG. 3.1. Distributed system G. Representation conventions: Processes, events, and ports are special 
colored nodes whereby boxes (0 ) denote processes, circles (0 ) events, and bullets (0) ports. Lower- 
case letters (a, b, c, d, e) correspond to terminal labels (actions) and uppercase letters (A,, A,, BO, B,) to 
nonterminal labels (process-types). 
571/34/2-3-M 
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graph productions (see Fig. 3.1). (Note that our considerations are based on graphs 
instead of hypergraphs.) 
A distributed system consists of three different kinds of nodes, processes, events, 
and ports and three different kinds of arcs, terminal labeled arcs from events to 
ports, nonterminal labeled arcs from processes to ports, and causal arcs (bold arcs) 
between subsystems, i.e., processes and events. A terminal label marks the action 
that happened, a nonterminal label marks the activated process. The causal arcs 
induce a partial ordering on the set of subsystems. If two subsystems are related 
with respect to the partial ordering, they are called causally or sequentially depen- 
dent, otherwise they are concurrent. If subsystems are linked by a common port, 
they are called adjacent. Adjacency and concurrency may be interpreted as spatial 
and temporal overlapping. Events protocolize evaluation steps in the past while 
processes represent the possible nondeterministic future of a distributed system. 
Ports correspond to common storage, channels, etc. Various requirements are for- 
mulated for distributed systems which ensure technical and logical consistency. The 
most important ones are that no process may precede an event with respect to the 
partial ordering and that an event cannot be concurrent with an adjacent sub- 
system. 
A (GDS-) production p = (B, +“I K + ‘* B,) consists of distributed systems 
B,, K, B, and injective graph morphisms hi, h,, such that certain technical con- 
ditions are satisfied. In general p describes the evaluation of processes with 
corresponding process types and ports together with the local modification of the 
partial ordering (see Fig. 3.2). 
A production p = (B, t K + B,) can be applied to a distributed system G if there 
is an embedding morphism g: B, + G, satisfying the Gluing Condition as well as an 
Injectivity, a Locality, and a Concurrency Constraint. The Concurrency Constraint 
0 0 
1J 
* 
J1 
cl cl 
0 
-* 
cl 
0 
.- 
0 
FIG. 3.2. Productions p, p’ 
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requires that no process or event in G - gB,, being concurrent to all processes in 
B, -bi K, is connected to an image g(s) of a synchronization port s of B1 
(synchronization ports s of E, are those ports whose images &b;‘(s) are connected 
to an event in B,). This constraint guarantees that a production cannot be applied 
to a GDS-distributed system if the application would lead to a graph with an event 
being concurrent to an adjacent subsystem. The result H of applying a production 
p to a distributed system G w.r.t. an embedding morphism g is defined by the direct 
derivation G jpyg H. 
In our example neither p nor p’ can be applied to G: each embedding morphism 
does not satisfy the Concurrency Constraint. This calls for synchronization of p, p’; 
the underlying two processes have to be evaluated synchronously. 
Synchronization of two GDS-productions P = (B, + K+ &I, pf = 
(B; c K’ + B;) w.r.t. embedding morphisms g: B, + G, g’: B; -+ G and a distributed 
system G is done as follows: First, we try to construct a relational production r for 
p, p’ w.r.t. g, g’. If there is a relational production, then p, p’ are synchronizabfe 
w.r.t. g, g’, otherwise other productions or embedding morphisms have to be 
chosen. In the case of synchronizability, we can construct the amalgamation p 8, p’ 
of p, p’ w.r.t. r, which we call the synchronized production or synchronization of 
p, p’ w.r.t. g, g’. 
Remark. An interpretation of synchronizability is that processes which overlap 
in time and space must generate same actions at common ports. The procedure 
mentioned above can be iterated. Because of this, synchronization of more than two 
productions is possible. This is necessary if the synchronized production is not 
applicable, i.e., there are no embedding morphisms satisfying the applicability con- 
straints. 
In our example p, p’ are not applicable but synchronizable w.r.t. the distributed 
system G. The constructed relational production r for p, p’ is given in Fig. 3.3. The 
amalgamated production pOI p’ of p, p’ with respect to r is presented in Fig. 3.4. 
The amalgamated production p@, p‘ with respect to the relational production r 
is applicable, i.e., the uniquely determined embedding morphism into G satisfies all 
applicability constraints. Application of the amalgamated production p@, p’ to G 
leads to the distributed system H given in Fig. 3.5. 
Remark. With regard to a formal treatment we refer to [Fo84]. It is out of the 
scope of this paper to give the formal definitions of GDS-distributed systems, 
productions, and the amalgamation of GDS-productions. 
FIG. 3.3. Relational production I for p, p’. 
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FIG. 3.4. Amalgamated production pBr p’ of p. p’ w.r.t. r. 
In [Fo84] the class of GDS-distributed systems in the sense of [CM83; DM83] 
is transformed in a suitable class of colored, directed graphs. Corresponding trans- 
formations are defined for productions, rewriting rules, and the application of 
rewriting rules. In [Fo84, Theorem 3.3.231 it is proved that the procedural con- 
struction for synchronization of productions [CM83, DM83] can be redefined in 
terms of (star)-amalgamation of productions. Together with the lemma for correct 
transformation and application of rewriting rules [Fo84, Lemma 3.3.181 the logical 
equivalence of the procedural approach via hypergraphs and the algebraic 
approach via graphs and amalgamation of graph productions is shown. 
Further development. In GDS there are actually different classes of productions. 
One point of research now is the definition of a class of abstract CDS-productions. 
This class has to comprise elementary as well as synchronized GDS-productions 
(rewriting rules) and has to guarantee iterated synchronization and consistency; i.e., 
(1) synchronization (amalgamation) of two abstract GDS-productions (w.r.t. 
some relational production) must lead to an abstract GDS-production again and 
FIG. 3.5. Derived distributed system H. 
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(2) application of an abstract GDS-production to a distributed system (w.r.t. 
some application conditions [EH85]) must lead to a distributed system. 
In [CM83, DM83] iterated synchronization of productions is not possible, so 
the definition of abstract productions seems to be a convenient extension of GDS. 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF PRODUCTIONS AND AMALGAMATED PRODUCTIONS 
In this section we will investigate the decomposition of a production p into a 
“subproduction” r and a “remainder” q such that each derivation G * H via p can 
be simulated by a derivation sequence G + Y => H via (r, q). In particular, we are 
interested in simulating an amalgamated derivation by a suitable derivation 
sequence. 
First, let us recall the composition of (sequences of) productions and derivations 
(see [ER79a, Ha80]): Given a sequence of productions together with dependency 
relations we construct a “composite” production with the following property: Each 
application of the sequence of productions to a graph-such that the dependency 
relations are respected-can be performed in a single step by applying the corn- 
posite production to the same graph. 
4.1. DEFINITION. 1. Given productions p = (B, bhl K + h* B2) and p’ = 
(B; +--“i K’ --+‘i B;) a graph S together with graph morphisms S j5 B2, S +s’ B; is 
called a relation for (p, p’) if (see Fig. 4.1) 
(i) the pair (s, s’) is monomorphic (i.e., s(x) = s( y) and s’(x) = s’( y) imply 
x=y), 
(ii) s’(BOUND(S+“B,)) c b;K’ and s(BOUND(S+“‘B;))sb,K. 
2. Let p, p’ be productions and S be a relation for (p, p’). The S-concurrent 
production p* = (B: c ‘r K* +hi B:) of p and p’ is defined by the following con- 
struction (see Fig. 4.2): 
(i) Let H+ be the PO-object of B, t S-+ B;. 
(ii) Let D+ and D’+ be the PO-complements of K+ B, + H+ resp. 
K’+ B; -+ Hf. 
(iii) Let @ and BT be the PO-objects of B, c K + D+ resp. 
B;cK’-+D’+. 
FIG. 4.1. Productions p, p’ and a relation S for (P. P’). 
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FIG. 4.2. Construction of an S-concurrent production. 
(iv) Let K* be the PB-object of D+ -+ H+ + D’+. Moreover let 
K*-+Bf=K*+DC-+BT and K*-+Bf=K*+D’+ +B;. 
3. A derivation G =, X via the S-concurrent production p* is called an 
S-concurrent derivation. 
Remarks. 1. The S-concurrent production p* of p and p’ is denoted by p *s p’. 
2. Intuitively, the S-concurrent production p* = (B: c K* -+ @) of p and p’ 
is a composite production where B: consists of B, and the non-S-related parts of 
B; and similarly B: consists of B; and the non-S-related parts of B,. Applying the 
production, the relevant parts of p and p’ can be executed at the same time, hence 
concurrently, although p and p’ are not necessarily applicable in parallel. 
3. Relations for (p, p’) can be characterized as follows: Let S be a graph 
together with graph morphisms S +’ B,, S --+” B’, such that (s, s’) is monomorphic. 
Then S is a relation for (p, p’) iff there are PO-complements of K + B, + H+ and 
K’+B;-+H+, where H+ denotes the PO-object of B, t S + B’, (see [Ha80]). 
This property is essential for constructing the S-concurrent production of p and p’. 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let (p, p’) be a sequence of productions and S be a relation 
for (p, p’). A derivation sequence G * H =z- X via (p, p’) is called S-related if 
(1) the diagram SB, B’, H commutes, 
(2) for some YE B,, y’ E B’, with h(y) = g’( y’), there is an item x E S with 
s(x) = y and s’(x) = y’ or y E 6, K and y’ E b’, K’. 
The connection between S-related derivations and S-concurrent derivations is 
established in the Concurrency Theorem. 
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4.3. CONCURRENCY THEOREM. Let S be a relation for a sequence (p, p’) of 
productions and p *s p’ be the corresponding S-concurrent production. 
1. Synthesis. Given an S-related derivation G * Ha X via (p, p’) then there is 
a canonical synthesis leading to a direct derivation G +X via p *s p’. 
2. Analysis. Given a direct derivation G * X via p *s p’ then there is a 
canonical analysis into an S-related derivation G + H * X via (p, p’). 
G-X 
P*sP’ 
3. Bijective Corrspondence. The operations Synthesis and Analysis are inverse 
to each other in the following sense: There is a bijective correspondence between S- 
related derivations G = H * X via (p, p’) and S-concurrent derivations G * X via 
P *s P’. 
Remark. For more details and the proof of the Concurrency Theorem we refer 
to [ER79a, Ha80]. 
In the following we will study the decomposition of complex productions into 
sequences of less complex productions: Given a production p and a subproduction 
r of p, we will construct a production q and a relation S for (r, q) such that p 
becomes the S-concurrent production of r and q. Then each derivation via p can be 
simulated by a S-related derivation sequence via (r, q). Note, that this is essential 
w.r.t. the Amalgamation Theorem. 
4.4. THEOREM (Decomposition of productions). Let p = (B, t K + B2) be a 
production and r = (R, t R + R2) be a subproduction of p. Then there is a production 
q = (C, c L + C,) and a relation S for (r, q) such that 
p=r *sq. 
Moreover, the graph morphism S -+ R, is injective and there is a graph morphism 
S+Lsuch that S-+C,=S--+L+CI holds. 
Remarks. 1. The production q is called an (S-)remainder of p with respect to r. 
2. The triple (r, S, q) forms a “proper” decomposition of p: S-related items 
remain preserved by the production q. 
Proof The proof is organized as follows: In Step 1 we present the basic idea for 
the construction of a production q = (C, t L + C,). In Step 2 we give the construc- 
tion of a production q and a graph S. Finally, in Step 3 we construct the S-con- 
current production of r and q and show the equality of p and r *s q. 
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FIG. 4.3. Construction of an R-remainder.of p with respect to r. 
Step 1 (Basic proof idea). The proof is based on the following ideas: Given a 
production p = (B, c K + B2) and a subproduction r = (R, t R + R2) of p as in 
Fig. 4.3, the conditions 
(1) f;‘b,Kzr,R and fr’b,KsrzR, 
(2) BOUND(f,) & rl R and IDENT 5 r,R 
are satisfied. If additionally DANG(f,) C_ r,R is satisfied, we may construct the 
remainders B,, and Bzo of B, and B, (i.e., the PO-complements of R + R, -+ B, and 
R + R2 -+ B2) and consider the production q = (B,, t K + B,,). 
In general the construction of a remainder is more complicated: If 
DANG( f2) & r,R we cannot construct the PO-complement of R -+ R, + B,. In 
this case we extend (the image of) R by the DANGLING-points of fz to a graph S 
and build the PO-complement of S + R, -+ B,. Now we also have to extend the 
PO-complement of R -+ R, + B, as well as the gluing graph K by these points. 
Step 2 (Construction of q and S). Based on these ideas the production q = 
(C, 4-C’ L -tc* C,) and the relation S for (r, q) can be constructed as follows: Choose 
a subgraph S of R, such that S contains the image of R in R, as well as all dangling 
points of f2: rz R v DANG(f,) c S. Now there are graph morphisms R +' S, 
S-+“* R2 such that R -+’ S +s2 R, = R +‘* R,. Let B,,, C, be the PO-complements 
of R+R,+B, resp. S-+RZ-+BZ. Note, that B,,, C, exist because 
BOUND(f,) c r, R and BOUND(f,) = IDENT u DANG(f,) ss,S. Moreover, 
=2 
FIG. 4.4. Construction of an S-remainder of p with respect to r 
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let C,, L be the PO-objects of B,,, + R + S resp. K + R + S (see Fig. 4.4). Now 
there are injective graph morphisms K +b’O Blo, L dL’I Ci, and L -+ ‘* Cz. This may 
be seen as follows: By assumption, RR, KB, is commutative, K + B, is injective, 
and f;‘b,K~r, R. Hence RR, KB, is PB. B,, is constructed to be the PO-com- 
plement of R -+ R, --+ B,. By the PO-Complement Lemma 6.2d there is a graph 
morphism K+Blo such that R-+K+Blo=R-+Blo and K-+B,,,+B,=K+B,. 
By construction, RSKL and RSB,,C, are PO%. Moreover, R + B,, = R + K -+ B,,. 
Hence there is a unique graph morphism L --) C, such that S + L + C, = S -+ Cl 
and K+L-+C,=K-+Blo+C1. By 6.lb, the diagram KLB,,C, also becomes PO. 
It remains to show that there is a graph morphism L --+ C,: Since RR,KB, is 
commutative, K -+ B, is injective, and f ;‘b, KE r2 R holds, the diagram RR, KB, is 
PB. Since RSKL is PO, there is a unique graph morphism L + B, such that 
K-+L-,B,=K+B, and S-+L-+Bz=S--+R2-+B2. Since SR,LB, is com- 
mutative, S + R, is injective, and f ;‘b, K 5 r2 R E s2 S holds, the diagram SR, LB, 
also is PB. Cz is constructed to be the PO-complement of S+ R2 -+ B,. By the 
PO-Complement Lemma 6.2d we get a graph morphism L + Cz such that 
S -+ L -+ C, = S + C, and L -+ C, + B, = L -+ B,. Finally, let us mention that the 
graph morphisms K -+ B,,, L -+ C, , and L -+ C, become injective, because K + B, 
and K + B, are injective. 
Obviously, q = (C, c L + C,) forms a graph production. Moreover, there is a 
graph S together with graph morphisms S-r R, and S + C,. By construction 
S-+ R, is injective and there is a graph morphism S+ L with S+ L + C, = 
S + C, . Hence it remains to show that S is a relation for (r, q) and that the S-con- 
current production of r and q is equal to p (up to isomorphism). This is done in 
Step 3. 
Step 3 (Construction of r *s q). Let us try to construct the S-concurrent 
production of r = (RI cR+R,)andq=(C,tL-+C,). 
1. Let H+ be the PO-object of R, +- S+ C,. 
2. By construction RB,,SC, and SC,RzHf are PO’s. Hence RB,,,R2H+ 
also is a PO, i.e., B,, is a PO-complement of R + R2 -+ H+. Let now D’+ be the 
PO-object of R, c S + L. Then there is a unique graph morphism D’+ + H+ such 
that R2-+D’++Hf=R2+Hf and L+D’++H+=L+C,+H+. Moreover 
the diagram LC, D’ + H+ becomes PO, i.e., D’ + is a PO-complement of 
L + C, + H+. Hence S is a relation for (r, q) (see Remark 4.1.3). 
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3. By construction RR, B,,B, and SR, C, B, are PO’s Moreover, 
SR2LD’+ is a PO. Hence there is a graph morphism D’+ -+ B, such that 
R2-+D ‘+-+B,=R,+B,andLD’+C,B,isPO. 
4. Finally let us mention that the diagrams KB,,LC,, LC,D’+H+ are 
POB’s (PO’s and PB’s). Hence also KBIOD’+H+ is POB.. 
Now the S-concurrent production of r = (R, 6 R + R2) and the constructed 
production q = (C, cL-+Cz) is equal to p=(B,tK-+B2) (see Fig.4.5; 
Definition 4.1). 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let r be a subproduction of p and q be an S-remainder of p 
w.r.t. r. Then for each derivation G =+ H via p there is an S-related derivation 
sequence G * Y * H via (r, q). 
Proof: Corollary 4.5 follows directly from Theorem 4.4 and the Concurrency 
Theorem 4.3. 1 
FIG. 4.5. Construction of the S-concurrent production of (r, q) 
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FIG. 4.6. Construction of the r-amalgamated production of p and p’. 
Finally, we will investigate amalgamated productions. 
4.6. LEMMA. Let r be a subproduction of p and p’ and p@, p’ the r-amalgamated 
production. Then p and p’ are subproductions of p 0, p’. 
Proof: Let p = (B, t R+ B,) be the r-amalgamated production of p and p’. 
Then B, , $ and i?, are PO-objects on the left, middle, and right sides of the double 
cube (Fig. 4.6). Moreover, R+ B, and R + & are the unique existing graph 
morphisms making the front and bottom squares commutative. 
Now we will show that p is a subproduction of p. First, we have: 
BOUND(J1) sfi BOUND(f;) E flr, R E b, K 
IDENT sfi IDENT g fir2 R s b, K. 
Hence it remains to prove that f;‘6,Rs b,K and f~l6,i?s b,K. Let ye B, and 
XEK such that f,(y)=6,(X). S ince RKK’R is PO we have X ELK u S’K’. 
Case 1. Zcf’K’. Let x’ be a preimage of X in K’. Then fl(y) =f;b;(x’). 
Since R, B, B; B, is PO there is a chain relating y E B, and b;(x’) E B; ; i.e., there are 
aI ,..., +,+,ER, such that fi(al)=y, fi(a 2n+l)=biW) and fi(a2j-l)=fi(a2i), 
fi(4=fl(a2i+I) for i= A..., n (see PO-characterization in [EK79]). In the case 
n=O we have a,Ef;-‘b;K’cr,R, otherwise a, E IDENT(f ;) c rI R. Hence 
yEb,K. 
Case 2. X ELK. Let x be a preimage of 2 in K. In the case b,(x) = y we get 
y E b, K. Otherwise y E IDENT(f’,) E b, K. 
Now we have f;‘6, Rs b, K. Analogously we get f;‘6,Rc b,K. Hence p is a 
subproduction of p. Similarly, p’ becomes a subproduction of p. 1 
4.7. THEOREM (Decomposition of amalgamated productions). Let r be a 
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relational production for p,p’ and ~7 the corresponding r-amalgamated production. 
Moreover, let q’ he an S-remainder of p’ w.r.t. r (see 4.4). Then we have 
p=p*sq’ 
where S’ is the relation for ( p, q’) with S’ + B, = s’ -+ R, + B, 
ProojI Let q’ be an S’-remainder of p’ w.r.t. r as constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 4.4. Then the S’-concurrent production of (r, q’) is equal to p’. Define 
S’ -+ B, = S’ 3 R, --* B,. Now we will show that the S-concurrent production of 
(p, q’) is equal to the r-amalgamated production of p and p’. Therefore we begin to 
construct the S-concurrent production. 
1. Let H+ be the PO-object of R, c S’ --, C; and H+ be the PO-object of 
B, c S’ ---* C’,. Then there is a unique graph morphism H’ j A’ such that 
R,+H++~+=R,-+B,+R+ and C’ +H+ -+g7’ =C;+R’. I Moreover, 
R, B, H+g+ becomes PO. 
2. By assumption S’ is a relation for (r, q’). Hence there are PO-complements 
D+, D’+ of R+R,+H+ and L’ + C’, + H+ Let D + be the PO-object of 
D+ c R + K and ij’+ be the PO-object of D’+ t R, + B, (see Fig. 4.7). Now there 
is a graph morphism D’ --* i7’ such that D+H+D+R+, KB,B+i7+ commute. 
Since RR2DtH+, RKD+ii+, and R,B,Htnt also are PO’s KB,D+H+ becomes 
a PO. Similarly we get a graph morphism D’+ + fl’ such that D”H+D”R’ 
becomes a PO. Since L’C’, D’ + H’ and D’ + H+D’ + Ii’ also are PO’s the com- 
position L’C;D’ + i7 + is a PO. Hence there are PO-complements B+, D’+ of 
K+B,--+R+ and L’--+C;+is +, i.e., s’ is a relation for (p, 4’). 
3. By assumption, the S-concurrent production of (r, q’) is equal to p’. 
Hence the diagrams RR, D + B; and L’C; D’ +B; are Po’s. Now let R, B, B’, B, and 
R,B,B;B, be PO’s. Then KB,D+B,, D”B;D’+B,, and L’C;D’+& become PO’s. 
4. Finally, K’D+D’+H+ is PB. Let RKK’R be PO. Now we will show that 
there are graph morphisms R --) D +, R + D’+ such that KD +Dr + w’ also becomes 
PB. First note that R-+D+=R-+K’-+D+ and RKD ‘D + is PO. Hence there 
is a graph morphism R-, D’ such that K+R-+D+=K--+D+ holds and 
K’D+Kij+ becomes PO. On the other side RKR,B, is PB and R2B1D’+B’+ is 
FIG. 4.7. Illustration of constructions. 
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POB. Moreover, RK’R2D’+ commutes (RK’R, B; commutes, K’ + B; = 
K’ -+ D’+ + B;, R, + B; = R2 + D’+ + B;, and D’+ + B; is injective). Hence there 
is a graph morphism R+ Ej’ + such that K+R+6” =K+BZ+D’+ and -- 
K’D’ + KD’ + commutes. 
Now we get the following situation: All diagrams below become commutative. 
Moreover K’D+D’+H+, D’+H+D’+R’ are PB’s, K’D+xD+ is PO, and 
D -‘+ + r7’ is injective. 
-- 
By the Special Decomposition Lemma for PB’s (see 6.1~) KD +D’+ITj+’ becomes 
PB. Let R-+Br=R-td+ +B, and R-rBz=R-+6’+ +E2. Then the diagrams -- -- 
KB,Ki?,, K’B; KB,, KB2 KB,, and K’B;Z& become commutative. Hence the S- 
concurrent production of (p, q’) and the r-amalgamated production of p and p’ are 
equal. 1 
4.8. COROLLARY. Let r be a relational production for p and p’ and q’ be an S- 
remainder of p’. Then for each r-amalgamated derivation G =z- X via p 0, p’ there is 
an S-related derivation sequence G * H = X via (p, q’). 
Proof: Corollary 4.8 follows directly from Theorem 4.7 and the Concurrency 
Theorem 4.3. 1 
5. THE PROOF OF THE AMALGAMATION THEOREM 
In this section we give the proof of the Amalgamation Theorem 2.4 together with 
some lemmata used in the proof. 
Assumption 
In the following let p = (B, cbl K -+ b* B2), p’ = (B; tbi K’ -+bi B;) be productions 
and r = (R, +-‘I R +r2 R,) be a relational production for p and p’. Moreover, let 
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FIG. 5.1. Connection between amalgamable derivations, derivation sequences and amalgamated 
derivations. 
q=(cp”‘L+“2 C,) be an S-remainder of p w.r.t. r and q’ = (C; +- <i L’ +“i C;) be 
an S’-remainder of p’ (see 4.4). 
5.1. Proof of the Amalgamation Theorem. 1. Synthesis. Let G =S H via p and 
G =S H’ via p’ be r-amalgamable. Then there is an S-related derivation sequence 
G 3 Y 3 H via (r, q) and an S’-related derivation sequence G 3 Y * H’ via (Y, q’ ). 
By Lemma 5.2 (see below) Y =E- H via q and Y * H’ via p’ become parallel indepen- 
dent. Now the Parallelism Theorem given in Section 1 implies that there are a 
graph X and derivations H =s- X via q’, H’ *X via q. Moreover, the sequences 
Y =S H =z- X via (q, q’), Y ZS. H’ =S X via (q’, q) become sequential independent. 
Finally, consider the sequence G + H =S X via ( p, q’). By Lemma 5.3 it is S’-related. 
Hence there is also a derivation G => X via the S’-concurrent production p *Sz q’. In 
4.7 it is shown that p *s’ q’ is equal to the r-amalgamated production of p and p’. 
Consequently, we have an r-amalgamated derivation G * X via p 0, p’ (see 
Fig. 5.1). 
2. Analysis. Let G =-X via p 0, p’ be an r-amalgamated derivation. By 4.8 
there is an S-related sequence G =z- H => X via (p, q’) and an S-related sequence 
G S- H’* X via (p’, q). It remains to show that G =S H via p and G * H’ via p’ 
become r-amalgamable. Therefore we consider the sequence G * Y * H via (r, q) 
and G * Y * H’ via (r, q’). By Lemma 5.4 Y Z. H =S X via (q, q’) is sequential 
independent. Hence the derivations Y s H via q, Y => H’ via q’ are parallel 
indepedent. Finally, Lemma 5.2 implies the r-amalgamability of G = H via p and 
G=sH’ via p’. 
3. Bijective correspondence. The bijective correspondence between r- 
amalgamable derivations and r-amalgamated derivations follows immediately from 
the bijective correspondence between S-related derivation sequences and S-con- 
current derivations. 1 
Finally, let us state the lemmata referred to in the proof of the Amalgamation 
Theorem. 
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5.2. LEMMA. Let r be a relational production for p and p’ and G * H, G * H’ be 
direct derivations via p based on g resp. p’ based on g’ such that gfI = glf;, 
Moreover, let G +- Y * H, G * Y - H’ be the corresponding derivation sequences via 
(r, 4) rev. (r, 9’). 
Then we have: G * H via p and G * H’ via p’ are r-amalgamable iff Y - H via q 
and Y =- H’ via q’ are parallel indepedent. 
P 
G 
/y 
H 
q 
r 
Y 
\ 
P’ 
¶’ 
H' 
Proof 1.. Let G =z- H via p based on g: B, + G and G =E- H’ via p’ based on 
g’: B’, + G be r-amalgamable; i.e., gfi = g'f; and 
gB, n g’B; c gf-, R, u (gb, Kn g’b;K’). 
Then we will show that Y =z. H via q based on h: C, -+ Y and Y * H’ via q’ based 
on h’: C’, -+ Y are parallel independent; i.e., 
hC, n h’C; E hc, L n h’c; L’. 
Let G * Y be the direct derivation via r based on sfi and Y * H via q based on h, 
Y = H’ via q’ based on h’ be the remainder derivations. First, let us analyse the 
derivation G * Y via r (see Fig. 5.2). Remember that S is a relation for (r, q) and p 
is the S-concurrent production of (r, q). Now we can construct graphs H+ and B,, 
such that the diagrams SR,C, H+, RR, B,,H+, and RR1 B,,B, become PO’s. By S- 
relatedness of G j Y =E- H there are graph morphisms H+ + Y, B,, + G, such that 
FIG. 5.2. Analysis of the derivation G- Y via r. 
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C,-H+-+Y=C,+Y, R,+H+-+Y=R,-+Y, R+Blo+Go=R+Go, and 
B,, -+ G, -+ Y = B,, -+ H+ + Y. Moreover, there is a graph morphism B, -+ G such 
that R, -+ B, -+ G= R, + G and BloH+G,Y and B,,B,G,G become PO’s 
Similarly there are graphs and graph morphisms such that the diagrams 
S’R,C; HI+, RR,BioH’+, RR, B’,,B’,, B;,H’+G, Y, B;,B’,G,G become PO’s, Now 
all diagrams in the double cube of Fig. 5.2 are PO’s except R, B, B’, G, RB,,B’,,G,, 
and R2HfH’+ Y. 
For simplicity we do not distinguish corresponding items in B,, B,, and H+, B’, , 
Bio and H’+, G, G, and Y because the corresponding graph morphisms are injec- 
tive. Moreover, we assume that S-, R,, S’+ R,, C, + H+, and C; -+ W+ are 
inclusions. 
Now we are going to prove the parallel independency of Y + H via q based on h 
and Y * H’ via q’ based on h’. Consider y E AC, n h’C’, . Then there are preimages 
XE C, and x’ E C; of y. Since RR2B,oH+ and RR,B;,H’+ are PO’s we have 
XEB,,U(R*-+ H+)(R,) and x’EB’,~u(R~+ H’+)(R,). 
Case 1. XEB,,, x’EB’,,. Then we have XEB,, ~‘EB’,, and g(x)= g’(x’). 
Now r-amalgamability implies g(x) E &, RI u (gb l K n g’b’, K’). In the case 
g(x) E gf, R, we get g(x) E gf, r, R c gb, K and g’(x’) E g’f’, r’, R g g’b’, K’ because 
RR, B,,B, and RR, B;,B’, are PO’s and PB’s. In the other case we directly have 
g(x) E gb, Kn g’b’, K’ and hence y = h(x) E hc, L n h’d, L’. 
Case 2. XE B,,, X’E (R2 -+ H’+)(R,). Let X be the (B,, -+ G,)-image of x and 
x; be a (R, -+ H’ + )-preimage of x’. Then (G, + Y)(1) = (R, -+ Y)(x;). By the PB- 
property of RR,G, Y there is a common preimage 1 E R with (R -+ G,)(I) =X and 
(R -+ RZ)(I) = xi. Hence x’ E B’,,; i.e., case 2 is reduced to case 1. The case 
x E (R, + H+)(R,), x’ E Bio can be treated analogously. Hence it remains 
Case 3. XE(R~+ H+)(R,), x’E(R* + H’+)(R,). In this case there are items 
s~S,~‘~SIwith(S-,C,)(s)=xand(S’~C;)(s’)=x’.SinceS4C,=SjL-,C, 
and S-+C’,=S’+L’+C’, we get x~c,L, x’~c’,L’, and y=h(x)=h’(x’)E 
hc, L n h’c; L’. 
This completes the first part of the proof. 
2. Vice versa, let us assume that Y * H via q and Y = H’ via q’ are parallel 
independent. Now we will prove that G* H via p and G*H’ via p’ are r- 
amalgamable. 
Let y E gB, n g/B;. Then there are preimages x E B, and x’ E B’, of y. Since 
RR,B,,B, and RR,B;,B’, are PO’s we have xEB,,uf,R, and x’EB;,uf’,R,. 
Case 1. XE B,,, X’E B;,. Then we have XE C,, X’E C’,, and h(x) = h’(x’). 
Since Y-H via q and Y-H via q’ are parallel independent we know 
that hC, n h’C’, c hc, L n h’c’, L’. Moreover, IDENT(C, + Y)Ec,L and 
IDENT(C; -+ Y) E c; L’. Now g(x) E gB,, n g’B’,, c gb, Kn g’b’, K because 
KLB,,C, and K’L’B’,,C’, are POB’s. 
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Case 2. xef,R, resp. x’Ef;R,. It follows immediately that g(x)E gfi R, 
resp. g’(x’) E g’f; R, = gfi R,. 
Hence we have gB, n g’B’, E gfi R, u (gb, K n g’b; R ). 1 
5.3. LEMMA. Let G 3 H be a direct derivation via p and G * Y * H be the 
corresponding derivation sequence via (r, q). Let Y * H * X be a sequential indepen- 
dent derivation sequence via (q, q’) and Y* H’ *X the corresponding derivation 
sequence via (q’, q). Moreover, let G * Y =- H’ via (r, q’) be S-related. Then 
G * H * X via (p, q’) is S-related. 
G 
I- 
/ 
Y q )H 
q' 
/ 
q' 
H' q 
\ 
X 
Prooj First we have to show the commutativity of S’B,C’, H (see Fig. 5.3). Let 
us remember that there is a graph morphism R, -+ E+ with R, --*E+ * Hf = 
R,-,H+ and R,-*E+ -‘B,=R,-rB,. Now we have 
(E~Y)(S’-,R,~E+-,E)=S’-,R,~E+~H+~Y 
=S’-+R,-rH+~Y=S’-,R,-rY 
=S-,C;+ Y=(E+ Y)(S’+C;-tE). 
Since E + Y is injective we have S’ +R,-,Ef-rE=S’-,C’,-tE.Nowweget 
S’~B,~H=S’~RZ~BZ~H=S~R2jE+~B2~H 
=S’~R,~E+~E~H=S’~C;-,E-*H=S’-rC;-rH; 
i.e., S’B, C; H commutes. 
FIG. 5.3. Derivation G 3 Y =z. Ha X via (r, q, 4’). 
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Note that we have used the commutativity of S’R2C’, Y (S-relatedness of 
G 3 Y + H’ via (r, q’)) and the sequential independency of Y * H = X via (q, q’). 
Let h be the graph morphism B, + H and k be the graph morphism C’, + H. 
Consider x E B,, x’ E C; with h(x) = k(x’). Since SC, R, B, is PO we have x E C, u 
(Rz + Bd(&). 
Case 1. xEC2, x’EC;. Then we have h(x) = k(x’) and h(x) ~hc*L, 
k(x’) E kc; L’ by sequential independence of Y * H * X via (q, q’). We also have 
XECZL, x’ E c; L’ because h(x) E hc, L, k(x’) E kc’, L’ and IDENT c c,L, 
IDENT E c; L’. Note that RB;,S’C’, is PO. Hence we have x’ E B;,,u 
(s’-+ c;)(s). 
Case 1.1. X’E B;,. Then k(x’) E G,. Moreover, hue. Now hi D 
because DG,EY is PB and x E K because KDB, H is PB. 
Case 1.2. x’ E (S’ -+ C; )(S’). Let s’ E S’ be a (S’ -+ C;)-preimage of x’ and X 
be the (S’ --f B,)-image of s’. If now X # x then x, X E IDENT c K. In the other 
case there is a preimage s’ E S’ with (S’ + B2)(s’) =x and (S’ + C;)(s’) = x’. 
Case 2. x E (R2 -+ B2)(R2), x’ E C’, . Let x2 E R, be a (R, -+ B,)-preimage of x. 
Now we make use of the S-relatedness of G * Y * H’ via (r, q’). Note that 
(R, --f Y)(x,) = (R, + H’+ + Y)(x,) = (R2 -+ H’ + Y)(x,) 
= (R, --t B, -+ H)(xZ) = (B, + H)(x) 
= (C; + H)(x’) = (C; -+ Y)(x’). 
Now there is a preimage S’E S’ with (S’-+ R,)(s’) =x2 and (S’ + C;)(s’)=x’ or 
x2 E R and x’ E L’. Hence we have S’E S’ with (S’ + B2)(s’) = x and 
(S’-+C’i)(~‘)=~‘orx~Kandx’~L’. 
This completes the proof. 1 
5.4. LEMMA. Let r be a subproduction of p and S’ be a relation for (r, q’) and 
(p, 4’). Let G +- H* X via (p, q’) be S-related and G 3 Y=z- H via (r, q) the 
analysis of G * H via p. Then Y * H * X via (q, q’) is sequential independent. 
Proof: Let y E hC, n kc’, . Then there are preimages x E C, and x’ E C; of y. 
Now S-relatedness of G =- H + X via (p, q’) implies that x E K E L and x’ E L’ or 
there is an item s’ E S’ with (S’ -+ C;)(s’) = x’. 
In the second case there is also an item SE S with (S + C,)(s) = x and 
(S-+ R*)(S) = (S’ + R2)(s’). Since there are graph morphisms S-+ L and S’ + L’ 
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FIG. 5.4. Sequential independence. 
such that S--+L-+C2=S+C2 and S+L’+C;=s’-+C; we also get xeL and 
x’ E L’ (see Fig. 5.4). 
Hence S’-relatedness of G * Z-Z =S X via ( p, q’) implies sequential independence of 
Y=sH*X via (q, 4’). 1 
APPENDIX 
This Appendix recalls some fundamental properties of pushouts and pullbacks 
which are used frequently in most of the proofs. 
6.1. (a) COMPOSITION LEMMA. Given PO-diagrams (1) and (2) then the composite 
diagram ( 1) + (2) also is PO. 
Given PB-diagrams (1) and (2) then the composite diagram (1) + (2) also is PB. 
(b) DECOMPOSITION LEMMA. If (l)+(2) is PO, ( 1) is PO, and (2) is com- 
mutative then (2) is PO. Zf (1) + (2) is PB, (2) is PB, and (1) is commutative then (1) 
is PB. 
(c) SPECIAL DECOMPOSITION LEMMA (for Graphs). Zf (1) + (2) is PO, (1) is com- 
mutative, (2) is PO, and C + E is injectiue then (1) is also PO. Zf (1) + (2) is PB, ( 1) 
is PO, (2) is commutative, and E + F is injective then (2) is also PB. 
/ 1 
A-C-E 
1 (1) 1 (2) J 
B-D-F 
ProoJ (a) and (b) are valid for any category. Therefore we refer to [AM75]. 
(c), the special decomposition lemma for PO’s, holds for Graphs (e.g., see 
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[EK79]). The special decomposition lemma for PB’s can be verified as follows: 
Construct C’ as the PB-object of D + Fe- E. Then there is a graph morphism 
C-+C’ such that C+C’+D=C-tD and C+C’+E=C-+E. Now the Injec- 
tivity Lemma (see below) implies the injectivity of C -+ D. Consequently, C -+ C’ is 
injective. C--t C’ also is surjective, because C + D, B -+ D are jointly surjective (by 
the PO-property of (1)) and (1) + (2) is PB. Hence C and C’ are isomorphic and 
(2) is PB. 1 
6.2. Given the following commutative diagram in Graphs 
A 
b 
)B 
c 
I I 
(1) d 
we have the following: 
(a) INJECTIVITY LEMMA. Zf (1) is PO and A + B is injective then C + D is injec- 
tive. Zf (1) is PB and C + D is injective then A -+ B is injective. 
(b) PO-PB LEMMA. Zf (1) is PO and A --) B is injective then (1) is PB. 
(c) PB-PO LEMMA. Zf (1) is PB, B -+ D, C -+ D are joint/y surjective, i.e., 
D c dB v eC for nodes and arcs, and B -+ D, C -+ D are injective then (1) is also PO. 
(d) PO-COMPLEMENT LEMMA. Zf (1) is PO, (1’) is PB, and A -+ B is injective 
then there is a graph morphism C’ -+C such that A+C’+C=A+C and 
c’-,C-+D=C’+D. 
A-B 
Moreover, C’ -+ C is injective if C’ --) D is injective. 
Proof: (a) is a direct consequence of the corresponding result for Sets. (b) and 
(c) follow from the PB- resp. PO-characterization (see [EK79]). (d) Let ABCD be 
PO and ABC’D be PB. By the injectivity of A --) B ABCD also becomes PB. 
Moreover, the diagram AAAB with identities A -+ A is PB. Now construct C” as 
the PB-object of C + D + C’. Then there is a graph morphism A + C” making the 
diagrams AAC”C and AAC”C’ commutative. Applying the 3-Cube-PB Lemma 
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([ER79a]) twice, all squares in the cube become PB’s. Moreover, the bottom 
square is PO. By the 3-Cube-PB-PO Lemma ([ER79a]) the top is PO. Hence 
C’ = C” (up to isomorphism). Now there is a graph morphism C’ -+ C with 
C’+C-+D=C’+Dand A+C’+C=A+C. 1 
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